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Abstract The stability and electronic properties of

gold and silver nanowires (NWs) containing up to 12

atoms trapped inside cyclo[8]thiophenes (CT8) nano-

aggregates have been modeled using M06 functional,

3-21G* basis set for nonmetallic atoms; LANL2DZ

pseudopotential basis set for metals were applied for

optimization; and 6-31G* and LANL2DZ basis sets

for single point calculations, respectively. It has been

found that the formation of (NW) inside CT8 nano-

aggregates is a thermodynamically favorable process

and it could be a potentially useful method of metal

NW stabilization. The inclusion of metal NW inside

CT8 nanoaggregates increases significantly the bind-

ing energy between macrocycles and changes the

geometry of NW compared to that of free-standing

clusters due to the size restriction imposed by the

nanoaggregate cavity. The binding energies per metal

atom reach a maximum for three metal atoms and then

start decreasing with a possible stabilization for large

NW. It was found that the binding energies between

silver NW and CT8 nanoaggregate are lower than

those of gold NW and that in the case of gold NW

containing more than four metal atoms the S0 ? S1

excitation involves almost exclusively electrons of

metal NW. On the other hand, in the case of silver NW

the excitation involves the electron transfer from the

NW to the CT8 nanoaggregate.

Keywords Cyclothiophenes � Nanowires � DFT �
Gold � Silver

Introduction

Molecular electronics have recently been recognized

as one of the most viable alternatives for the future

nanoscaled electronic devices (Kubatkin et al. 2003;

Yu and Natelson 2004; Dadosh et al. 2005; Song et al.

2009). A great variety of potentially useful molecular

electronic devices, such as molecular rectifiers, reso-

nant tunneling diodes, wires, and storage devices have

been designed and studied at both experimental and

theoretical level (Tour 2000; Carroll and Gorman

2002; Seminario et al. 2000; Brandbyge et al. 2002;

Soler et al. 2002; Taylor et al. 2001). Nanotubes (NTs)

and nanowires (NWs) are among two important groups

of so-called quasi-one-dimensional nanostructures.

They have been considered as potential materials

for nanoelectronic, nanolithography photocatalysis,

microscopy, and other fields of modern nanotechnol-

ogies. The finite size effect causes drastic changes

compared with bulk materials in structural, electronic,

magnetic, and optical properties. However, the free-

standing NWs become less stable as they get thinner
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(Kondo and Takanayagi 2000). Therefore, enhancing

the structural stability of NW is extremely important

for their application. One of the stabilization

approaches is NW filled inside carbon NTs, which

has been studied both experimentally and theoretically

(Ajayan and Iijima 1993; Grobert et al. 1999; Hsin

et al. 2001; Hu et al. 2006). Thus, during the past few

years, there have been fabricated nanocomposites

based on NTs and NWs with a set of advanced

properties (Hirsch and Vostrowsky 2005; Burghard

2005; Terrones et al. 2006; Ivanovskaya et al. 2005).

For instance, carbon NT filled with such metals as Cr

(Guerret-Piécourt et al. 1994), Fe (Grobert et al. 1999),

Co (Leonhardt et al. 2003), Ni (Grobert et al. 1998), Cu

(Setlur et al. 1996), and Ge (Loiseau and Pascard 1996)

have been prepared. A variety of methods were used

including arc-discharged method, chemical vapor

deposition, and laser vaporization. In case of the

metals having low melting point like Pb and Bi, the

encapsulation is usually achieved by the contact of an

open-capped NT in liquid phase and subsequent

entering of the atoms into the NT cavity (Ajayan and

Iijima 1993). As seen, all those methods are rather

laborious involving filling the NTs by metal atoms in

one or another way. This approach intrinsically leaves

room for defects and incomplete filling. Those short-

comings might be avoided if the formation of a NT and

a NW are simultaneous processes. It has been demon-

strated recently that cyclooligothiophenes (CTs) are

able to form stable columnar nanoaggregates due to

p–p stacking interactions between CTs macrocycles

(Flores et al. 2008) with the binding energy between

macrocycles reaching more than 40 kcal/mol. Those

macrocycles should be able to form inclusion com-

plexes with metal ions when there is a match between

the macrocycle cavity and the Van der Waals radius of

a metal. The late transition metals are the best

candidates to form inclusion complexes with CTs

macrocycles due to their excellent affinity to sulfur.

The reduction of the metallic ions which goes

smoothly for late transition metals will lead to the

formation of neutral inclusion complex able to self

assemble to form a NW inside the NT. This process is

schematically depicted in Fig. 1.

Therefore, the goal of this study is to validate the

proposed method of NW stabilization using quantum

Fig. 1 CT-assisted

formation of metallic NW

inside CT nanoaggregate
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chemistry tools. As a model CT macrocycle is taken

where CT contains eight thiophene units (Fuhrmann

et al. 2003) (CT8). CT8 macrocycle has a diameter of

internal cavity of around 4 Å. Good candidates to form

neutral inclusion complex with CT8 are gold and

silver, having Van der Waals diameter of 3.32 and

3.44 Å, respectively. Therefore, the aim of this

research is to explore theoretically the energetic of

formation, structural and electronic properties of Au

and Ag NW trapped inside the nanoaggregates formed

by CT8 macrocycles.

Computational details

All calculations were carried out using Gaussian 09

suit of programs (Frisch et al. 2009) with M06 (Zhao

and Truhlar 2006) functional and 3-21G* basis set for

all except metal atoms in case of geometry optimiza-

tions. Restricted and unrestricted formalisms were

used for closed and open shell systems, respectively.

No symmetry restrictions were imposed during the

optimizations. LANL2DZ pseudopotential basis set

was used to model gold and silver atoms of the NWs.

M06 functional was shown to produce excellent

results for weakly bounded and transition metal

complexes, while 3-21G* basis set reproduces fairly

well the geometry of oligothiophenes and weak

interactions between CTs (Flores et al. 2008). M06/

LANL2DZ model reproduces interatomic distances in

Au2 and Ag2 molecules within 0.05 Å (Baetzold

1971). To improve the energy, single point calcula-

tions were carried out using LANL2DZ basis set for

metals and 6-31G* one for nonmetals. This basis set is

denominated as LACVP*. The excitation energies of

NW-CT8-nanoaggregate complexes were estimated

using time dependant implementation of CAM-

B3LYP functional (Yanai et al. 2004) in combination

with LACVP* basis set. This model reproduce well

both the excitation energies of small Au and Ag

clusters and CT8. Tubular aggregates of CT8 and their

inclusion complexes with NW are denoted as nCT8

and nCT8–mM, respectively, where n is the number

of CT8 units in the aggregate and m is the number of

atoms of metal M in the NW, respectively. The

geometries of the lowest energy structures for Au and

Ag clusters for the calculation of the binding energies

were taken from Wang et al. (2002), Fournier (2001).

Results and discussion

Formation of tubular aggregates of CT8

The formation of tubular aggregates of CT8 has been

described in details earlier (Flores et al. 2008) at

slightly different theoretical level (MPWB1K/3-21G*

instead of M06/6-31G*//M06/3-21G* in this paper).

Both the methods are consistent with one another. The

binding energies between macrocycles calculated for

dimer, trimer, tetramer, pentamer, and hexamer are

very close for all tubular aggregated oscillating

between 28 and 29 kcal/mol. As seen, the binding

between macrocycles is strong enough to form stable

tubular aggregates. For 3CT8, 4CT8, 5CT8, and

6CT8 the binding energies represent average values.

Previous work demonstrated (Flores et al. 2008) that

the binding energy depends little on the position being

slightly lower for central rings in nanoaggregate and,

therefore, the average binding energy describes ade-

quately the phenomenon of binding in the nanoaggre-

gates. The minimal interplane distances between

macrocycles in the nanoaggregates 3CT8, 4CT8,

5CT8, and 6CT8 found for M06/3-21G* model is 3.3

Å, slightly larger compared to MPWB1K/3-21G*

method (3.1 Å) and does not vary significantly with the

size of nanoaggregate. The optimized structure of

largest nanoaggregate 6CT8 is shown in Fig. 2.

Gold complexes

Figures 3, 4 and Table 1 show optimized geometries

of the gold NW inside CT8 nanoaggregates, total and

partial density of states, and energetic characteristics

of such complexes

CT8–Au

In case of the simplest model CT8–Au, the interaction

of the gold atom with macrocycle CT8 achieves

12.2 kcal/mol. The distances between S and Au atoms

in the complex are 3.70 and 4.04 Å, depending on the

thiophene fragment position. This distance is some-

what larger than the sum of Van der Waals radii of

S and Au atoms suggesting that the interaction is

mainly nonbonded by nature. TDDFT calculations

demonstrated that the first allowed transition for CT8–

Au is at 2.73 eV (S0 ? S12). The natural transition

orbitals (NTOs) (Martin 2003) for this transition are
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shown in Fig. 7. As seen, this transition involves only

p-electrons of CT8 macrocycle without affecting the

Au atom.

2CT8–2Au

In the case of dimer 2CT8–2Au, the interaction energy

between Au dimer and 2CT8 nanoaggregate is about

twice as high as for CT8–Au (Table 1). Neither the

interplane distance between thiophene fragments in

2CT8–2Au nor the Au–Au distance change signifi-

cantly compared to free-standing nanoaggregate and

Au2 cluster, being 3.3 and 2.60 Å, respectively. The

binding energy between CT8–Au fragments in

2CT8–2Au increased to 77.5 kcal/mol, compared to

28.8 kcal/mol for free macrocycles due to additional

binding between Au atoms. The first allowed excited

state for 2CT8–2Au is S1 with the energy of 2.67 eV

due to lower symmetry. Unlike CT8–Au, there is

electron transfer from macrocycles to the gold atoms

during the excitation (Fig. 7).

3CT8–3Au

Unlike monomer and dimer where Au atoms lay in the

macrocycle plane, in 3CT8–3Au Au atoms lie

between planes forming a triangle of approximate

C2v symmetry. The binding energy between Au3

cluster and 3CT8 nanoaggregate increases to

51.5 kcal/mol, more than four times higher than that

between Au and CT8 in CT8–Au. The increase of the

binding energy is due to smaller S–Au distance for two

gold atoms at the base of triangle achieving 2.80 Å.

While the interplane distances between thiophene

fragments are not affected by the incorporation of

three gold atoms, the complexation does affect the

distances between Au atoms: they increase by

0.04–0.05 Å compared to free Au3 cluster. Similar to

2CT8–2Au, the binding energy between CT8–Au

fragments is more than twice as high as that for free-

standing nanoaggregate 3CT8 due to additional bind-

ing from Au3 cluster. Similar to dimer, the S0 ? S1

transition involves both gold and macrocycle atoms

showing charge transfer from Au3 cluster to the

macrocycle (Fig. 7).

4CT8–4Au

The lowest energy configuration of Au4 cluster

and that forming inclusion complex with 4CT8

nanoaggregate have the same rhombic structure. The

Au–Au distances of the gold tetramer inside 4CT8

Fig. 2 M06/3-21G*-

optimized geometry of

6CT8
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nanoaggregate is 0.04–0.05 Å larger than those in the

tetramer alone to adjust the distances between S and

Au atoms, similar to 3CT8–3Au. On the other hand, a

shortening of interplane distances between thiophene

fragments to 3.25–3.27 Å was observed. The binding

energy between gold tetramer and 4CT8 increases to

54.7 kcal/mol, while the average binding energy

between CT8–Au fragments remains almost constant

(72.8 kcal/mol, Table 1). Similar to 3CT8–3Au the

gold atoms are located between macrocycles interact-

ing with two adjacent cyclic fragments. The lowest

allowed electron transition for 4CT8–4Au is S0 ? S1

located at 1.91 eV. As can be seen from the Fig. 7,

there is only weak charge transfer from the gold atoms

to the macrocycles.

5CT8–5Au

Unlike previous complexes where the lowest energy

configuration of Aun free-standing cluster and that

inside the nanoaggregate has been the same, starting

from 5CT8–5Au those structures are different due to

geometric restriction imposed by the NT cavity. As

seen from the Fig. 3 the Au5 cluster inside the NT is a

rhomb containing four Au atoms with fifth atom

located almost at the axis of a nanoaggregate. On the

Fig. 3 Optimized geometries of gold NW inside of tubular aggregates of CT8
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other hand, the standalone lowest energy Au5 cluster

has flat trapezoidal C2v structure. The geometry of Au5

cluster is changed inside the nanoaggregate to max-

imize the interaction energy which is 55.4 kcal/mol.

This is about five times higher than the interaction

energy of a single Au atom with CT8 macrocycle. For

the complexes of Au clusters with CT8 nanoaggre-

gates where the geometry of Au cluster inside the

Fig. 4 Density of states

(DOS). For open shell

systems; nCT8–mAu
(n = m = 1, 3 and 5):

1 contribution of nCT8 to

DOS (a-spin orbitals),

2 contribution of Aun to

DOS (a-spin orbitals),

3 total DOS (a-spin

orbitals), 4 contribution of

nCT8 to DOS (b-spin

orbitals), 5 contribution of

Aun to DOS (b-spin

orbitals), 6 total DOS

(b-spin orbitals). For closed

shell systems; nCT8–mAu
(n = m = 2, 4, 6 and

n = 6, m = 8 and 12)

1-contribution of nCT8 to

DOS, 2-contribution of Aun

to DOS, 3-total DOS
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nanoaggregate is different from that of the lowest

energy free-standing isomer, the estimated binding

energy between Au cluster and a nanoaggregate is

calculated using the lowest energy free-standing

isomer. Even in this case the resulting binding energy

is high, reflecting the stability of the complexes. As

can be seen from the analysis of NTOs for S0 ? S1

transition of 5CT8–5Au (Table 1; Fig. 7) involves

almost exclusively the orbitals of Au5 cluster, leaving

intact the macrocycles.

6CT8–6Au

The geometry of Au6 cluster inside the 6CT8 nano-

aggregate is a rhomb with two extra atoms located

almost at the axes of the 6CT8 unlike plane D3h, the

lowest energy standalone isomer of Au6. The interac-

tion energy between NT and the cluster decreases to

42.8 kcal/mol. As seen from the Fig. 3, the Au6 cluster

inside 6CT8 nanoaggregate is shorter compared to

6CT8 so that the interaction occurs mostly with four

inner macrocycles and, therefore, 6CT8 is able to

accommodate more gold atoms. Similar to 5CT8–5Au,

S0 ? S1 excitation involves only Au6 without involv-

ing orbitals of nanoaggregate (Fig. 7).

6CT8–8Au and 6CT8–12Au

As it has been shown above, 6CT8 has enough

room to accommodate more than 6 gold atoms. Thus,

Fig. 5 Optimized geometries of silver NW inside of tubular aggregates of CT8
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6CT8–8Au has Au8 NW in the form of two intercon-

nected rhombs while standalone lowest energy Au8

cluster is a structure possessing Td symmetry. The

binding energy between 6CT8 and Au8 reaches

54.0 kcal/mol and S0 ? S1 excitation energy slightly

decreases compared to 6CT8–6Au (1.93 vs 1.98 eV).

Fig. 6 Density of states

(DOS). For open shell

systems; nCT8–mAg
(n = m = 1, 3 and 5):

1 contribution of nCT8 to

DOS (a-spin orbitals),

2 contribution of Agn to

DOS (a-spin orbitals),

3 total DOS (a-spin

orbitals), 4 contribution

of nCT8 to DOS (b-spin

orbitals), 5 contribution of

Agn to DOS (b-spin

orbitals), 6 total DOS

(b-spin orbitals). For closed

shell systems; nCT8–mAg
(n = m = 2, 4, 6 and

n = 6, m = 8 and 12)

1-contribution of nCT8
to DOS, 2-contribution of

Agn to DOS, 3-total DOS
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As seen from the Fig. 7 only orbitals of Au8 are

involved to the excitation. The Au–Au distances in

rhombic fragments of Au8 are close to those found for

4CT8–4Au (2.82–2.85 Å). The Au–Au distance

between two rhombs is of 2.71 Å.

The largest complex 6CT8–12Au has the binding

energy of 43.2 kcal/mol and the smallest S0 ? S1

excitation energy among all complexes (1.36 eV). The

standalone Au12 cluster is a Cs structure. As seen from

the analysis of NTO orbitals, the excitation involves

mostly Au12 NW. The geometry of Au12 inside 6CT8

nanoaggregate is a zigzag structure of 1.77 nm length,

almost exactly the length of 6CT8 nanoaggregate. The

interplane distance between CT8 macrocycles main-

tains around 3.3 Å, similar to free 6CT8.

Summary

The formation of nCT8–nAu complexes starting

either from nCT8 and nAu or from CT8–Au complex

is a thermodynamically favorable process as seen from

the Table 1. Therefore, those complexes might

probably be formed by self-assembling. The geometry

of the lowest energy standalone Aun isomers and those

inside nCT8 nanoaggregates are similar up to n = 4,

for larger clusters their geometry are different due to

the restrictions imposed by the nanoaggregate cavity.

The absolute binding energy between nCT8 and mAu

increases with m to pentamer and then starts decreas-

ing, while the binding energy per Au atom increases

from m = 1 to m = 3) and then decreases too with

possible tendency to stabilize for larger systems. The

NBO charges at Au NW inside nCT8 nanoaggregate

become more negative with size of NW (Table 1).

This is due to favoring the charge transfer interaction

between metal cluster and organic nanoaggregates.

Thus, HOMO increases its energy from -5.10 to

-4.69 eV going from CT8 to 6CT8, while LUMO of

Au clusters decreases its energy from -3.34 for Au

atom to -3.87 eV for Au12 cluster, thus promoting the

charge transfer from nanoaggregate to Au atoms for

large clusters.

The lowest allowed excitation energies are

S0 ? S1 for all but CT8–Au complex. They tend to

Table 1 Calculated S0 ? S1 energies (eV), binding energies (Eb1 and Eb2, kcal/mol), and charge (Q) on metal NW for NW-tubular

nanoaggregate complexes

Complex S0 ? S1 Eb1
b Eb2

c Qd

CT8–Au 2.7312a – 12.2 -0.09

2CT8–2Au 2.67 77.5 25.3 (12.6) -0.46 (-0.23)

3CT8–3Au 1.52 71.5 51.5 (17.2) -0.95 (-0.32)

4CT8–4Au 1.91 72.8 54.7 (13.7) -1.38 (-0.35)

5CT8–5Au 1.51 70.5 55.4 (11.1) -1.72 (-0.34)

6CT8–6Au 1.98 70.5 42.8 (7.1) -2.07 (-0.35)

6CT8–8Au 1.93 – 54.0 (6.7) -2.66 (-0.33)

6CT8–12Au 1.36 – 43.2 (3.6) -3.57 (0.30)

CT8–Ag 2.28a – 10.8 -0.07

2CT8–2Ag 2.70 71.2 21.4 (10.7) -0.44 (-0.22)

3CT8–3Ag 1.17 67.8 47.6 (15.9) -0.84 (0.28)

4CT8–4Ag 1.57 68.2 50.6 (12.7) -1.29 (-0.32)

5CT8–5Ag 1.30 65.8 49.4 (9.9) -1.61 (-0.32)

6CT8–6Ag 1.65 65.2 38.0 (6.3) -1.97 (-0.33)

6CT8–8Ag 1.22 – 34.8 (4.4) -2.50 (-0.31)

6CT8–12Ag 0.53 – 25.5 (2.1) -1.84 (-0.15)

a S1 ? S12 and S1 ? S4 energies for CT8–Au and CT8–Au complexes, respectively
b The total electronic energy difference of the complexes nCT8–nM and a sum of total electronic energies of n complexes CT8–M
c The total electronic energy difference of nCT8–mM complex and a sum of total electronic energies of nCT8 and the lowest energy

configuration of mM cluster. Values in brackets are per metal atom
d Values in brackets are per metal atom
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decrease with m and starting from 4CT8–4Au com-

plex, the excitation involves almost exclusively elec-

trons of metal NW.

Silver complexes

Due to similarity of the electronic structure and Van

der Waals radii of gold and silver atoms, the structural,

energetic, and electronic features of gold and silver

complexes with nCT8 nanoaggregates are very much

alike. Therefore, we will focus mostly on the differ-

ences between gold and silver complexes in this

section. Figure 6 shows total and partial density of

states of nCT8–mAg complexes. As seen from the

Fig. 5, the geometry of Agn clusters inside nCT8

nanoaggregates is very similar to Au clusters. The

metal–metal distances are 0.02–0.03 Å shorter in the

case of Ag NW. As seen from the Table 1, both Eb1

and Eb2 binding energies are slightly lower for silver

clusters. The difference in Eb1 is related with stronger

Au–Au bond (Verhaegen et al. 1962) compared to

Ag–Ag one, while higher Eb2 for Au complexes is

related with higher electronegativity of Au atoms

compared to Ag ones, which is reflected in more

negative charges at Au atoms compared to Ag ones.

For the clusters with the same number of atoms, the

LUMO energies are lower for Au cluster resulting in

better interactions with occupied orbitals of nCT8

nanoaggregates. This effect can be noted examining

NBO charges at metal atoms for the complexes. As

seen, the charges are always more negative for Au-

containing systems (Table 1) suggesting more effi-

cient orbital interactions. On the other hand, similarly

to nCT8–mAu the negative charge on Ag cluster

increases with size. This phenomenon reflects increase

of HOMO energy with the size of the clusters, thus

facilitating the back donation from metal to nCT8

nanoaggregate.

As seen from the Table 1, the lowest allowed

excitation energies are lower for Ag-containing sys-

tems except for 2CT8–2M, where excitation energies

are slightly higher for 2CT8–2Ag (2.67 vs 2.70 eV).

Similarly to CT8–Au, the first allowed transition in

CT8–Ag is not S0–S1 one due to symmetry reasons.

Unlike gold-containing systems where starting from

4CT8–4Au complex the excitation involves almost

exclusively electrons of metal NW; in the case of

nCT8–mAg complexes, the excitation involves the

electron transfer from the NW to the nCT8 nanoag-

gregate (Fig. 8). This transfer is almost complete in

the case of complexes having even number of the Ag

atoms starting from 4CT8–4Ag.

The difference between two metals is also related to

higher electronegativity of Au compared to Ag. In

case of Ag-containing systems, low-lying unoccupied

orbitals of nCT8 are close in energy to those involving

Ag NW, resulting in mixing of orbitals belonging to

Ag NW and nCT8 nanoaggregate in the first excited

state. On the other hand, in the case of Au-containing

systems, the energy difference between those orbitals

is too large; therefore, unoccupied orbitals of nCT8

nanoaggregate do not participate significantly in the

first excited state. Thus, in case of 2CT8–2Au

complex, the highest occupied and the lowest

Fig. 7 The dominant NTO pairs for the first allowed transition

in gold NW-tubular aggregates complexes calculated at CAM-

B3LYP/LACVP* level. The ‘‘hole’’ is on the left, the ‘‘particle’’

on the right
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unoccupied orbitals involving metal atoms are

HOMO-6 (-5.95 eV) and LUMO (-2.55 eV),

respectively, while for 2CT8–2Ag complex those

orbitals are HOMO (-4.72 eV) and LUMO?1

(-1.67 eV), respectively. In the case of 2CT8–2Au,

the most important contribution to S0 ? S1 transition

is HOMO–LUMO excitation. Therefore, Au2 cluster

receives electron on excitation (Fig. 7). On the other

hand, the same HOMO–LUMO transition, which also

has an important contribution to S0–S1 excitation

leads to the electron transfer from Ag2 cluster to the

2CT8 nanoaggregate, since the most important con-

tribution to LUMO of 2CT8–2Ag comes from p
orbitals of 2CT8 nanoaggregate.

Conclusions

The formation of NW of gold and silver inside nCT8

nanoaggregates is a thermodynamically favorable

process and it could be a potentially useful method

of metal NW stabilization. The formation of inclusion

metal complexes increases significantly the binding

energy between macrocycles and changes the geom-

etry of NW compared to that for the free-standing

clusters due to size restriction imposed by the nano-

aggregate cavity starting from cluster with five metal

atoms. The binding energies between metal NW and

nCT8 nanoaggregate increase continuously with the

number of metal atoms for both the metals to tetramer

or pentamer and then tend to deline with possible

stabilization for large NW. The bonding between

nCT8 and Ag clusters is notoriously weaker compared

to Au ones. There are two consequences of higher gold

atoms electronegativity compared to silver. The first

one is that binding energies between silver NW and

nCT8 nanoaggregate are slightly lower than those of

gold NW and the second one is that in case of gold-

containing systems starting from 4CT8–4Au complex,

the excitation involves almost exclusively electrons of

metal NW while in the case of nCT8–mAg complexes,

the excitation involves the electron transfer from the

NW to the nCT8 nanoaggregate (Fig. 8). This transfer

is almost complete in the case of complexes having

even number of the Ag atoms starting from 4CT8–4Ag.

The lowest energy allowed excitation energies were

estimated for 6CT8–12Ag and 6CT8–12Au, of 0.53

and 1.36 eV, respectively.
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